PRODUCTS

Distinctive Design: Frameless Glass Boards
dHive Glassboards are modern and sleek, constructed using the highest quality tempered glass. Each
glassboard is custom made in the U.S.A. using recyclable, eco-friendly components to meet your exact
specifications, including: size, color, mounting hardware, magnetic ability, and accessory options.

SO Series

Z Series

Our “SO Series” product line stands just 1” from
the wall, mounted with modern stainless steel
hardware to give it a sleek and modern look
suitable for any environment.

The “Z Series” glassboard stands just 1/4” from
the wall and is mounted with hidden or “invisible”
stainless steel hardware, almost fully flush with the
wall.

The corners and edges of the board are smoothed
in order to ensure safety and a clean look. This
option is perfectly suited for multiple environments,
from private offices to large classrooms.

These glassboards have clean, smooth lines and
polished edges for a sleek, modern, and
professional look - a perfect option for large
brainstorming or collaborative areas.
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ADVANTAGES

The Board of a New Generation
Modern Design

No Staining or Ghosting

All dHive boards are constructed of 1/4” tempered
glass that will resist infinite years of intensive use.

Unlike traditional whiteboards, dHive glassboards
wipe easily and will never stain or ghost.

Tempered Glass

Broad Product Options

Considered 5 times stronger than standard glass
and used in many applications requiring durability.

Endless custom color, hardware, mounting types,
and magnetic ability choices.

Go Green

Made in the U.S.A.

dHive Glassboards are manufactured using
recyclable and eco-friendly components.

We are proud to say that all our glassboards and
products are manufactured in the U.S.A.

dHive Glassboards makes custom colors choices easy by offering
Unlimited Possibilities

a large color palette with hundreds of options. Combined with

• color • size • magnetic ability

additional options for magnetic ability, hardware finishes, and
mounting type, we will build and deliver your glassboard to
perfectly fit your design requirements and functional needs.

OPTIONS

Endless Options to Meet Your Precise Needs
Colors

Hardware
Choose from
any color from
the Sherwin
Williams color
palette.

Sizes

Numerous
stand-off
finishes for
“SO Series”
boards .

Any Size

4’ x 5’
3.5’ x 4’
3’ x 4’

4’ x 6’

4’ x 8’

2’ x 3’

Non-Magnetic vs Magnetic

Accessories

Magnetic features provide an increased level of
convenience and practicality for use with
premium strength rare earth magnets.

Aluminum and glass marker trays are vailable in
12” and 24” variants as well as any custom size to
fit your needs.
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